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Abstract: Primary care clinicians have a vital role to play in the diagnosis and management of patients with major depressive disorder
(MDD). This includes screening for MDD as well as identifying other possible psychiatric disorders including bipolar disorder and/or
other comorbidities. Once MDD is confirmed, partnering with patients in the shared decision-making process while considering
different treatment options and best management of MDD over the course of their illness is recommended. Vortioxetine has been
approved for the treatment of adults with MDD since 2013, and subsequent US label updates indicate that vortioxetine may be
particularly beneficial for specific populations of patients with MDD, including those with treatment-emergent sexual dysfunction and
patients experiencing certain cognitive symptoms. Given these recent label updates, this prescribing guide for vortioxetine aims to
provide clear and practical guidance for primary care clinicians on the safe and effective use of vortioxetine for the treatment of MDD,
including how to identify appropriate patients for treatment.
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Plain Language Summary
Diagnosis and management of major depressive disorder (MDD) in a primary care setting

● Primary care clinicians need practical guidance for the diagnosis and management of MDD, which is a major health concern in
the United States.

● A variety of tools suitable for clinical practice can support primary care clinicians in screening depressive symptoms and suicide
risk, distinguishing MDD from other mood disorders (eg, bipolar disorder) and monitoring for disease outcomes over time.

● Shared decision-making between the primary care clinician and patient can help improve patient education and comfort,
providing an opportunity for the clinician to address any stigma associated with MDD in a nonjudgmental way.

Distinguishing characteristics of vortioxetine

● Vortioxetine is a serotonin modulator and stimulator approved for the treatment of MDD in adult patients aged 18 years or older.
● In addition, vortioxetine has demonstrated efficacy as maintenance therapy for the prevention of MDD relapse and/or recurrence.

New data have recently demonstrated that long-term continuation of treatment with vortioxetine delays recurrence of depressive
episodes compared with placebo.

● Subsequent updates to the vortioxetine US label support its use in patients with treatment-emergent sexual dysfunction and those
experiencing certain cognitive symptoms.
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● Importantly, vortioxetine has demonstrated good tolerability, with no dose adjustments required for patients with renal or hepatic
impairment.

Introduction
With major depressive disorder (MDD) recognized as a major mental health concern in the US population,1,2 screening
for depression is now recommended as part of routine primary care. A vast number of reports in the literature have
documented the devastating impact of MDD and associated suicide on the individual, family, and society as a whole.
Primary care clinicians (PCCs) are at the front lines of diagnosing and managing patients who suffer from depression.
For this reason, education and practical guidance for PCCs on the screening and management of individuals at risk for
MDD and suicide are needed.

Screening for MDD, Suicide Risk, and Measurement-Guided Care
The United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) 2016 recommendations for screening for MDD include, but
are not limited to, a comprehensive list of high-risk individuals: women, young and middle-aged adults, non-White
persons, persons who are undereducated or who have lower socioeconomic status, previously married, or unemployed, or
those who have chronic illnesses or other mental health disorders, or a family history of psychiatric disorders.3

Assessment of drug and alcohol abuse may also provide insight into individuals at risk for depression and suicide,
given the rates of suicide by overdose and unintentional overdose with associated deaths.4 Alcohol and/or drug abuse or
dependency may also contribute to poor response to treatment of MDD.5

Use of validated self-administered screening tools, such as the 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), is an
important standard of care that not only helps in the diagnosis of individuals with MDD but also guides management and
monitoring of symptoms.6,7 Measurement-guided care refers to a systematic approach to treatment for clinical practice that
includes routine use of validated symptom scales and side effect measurements. These tools should be brief, either self-
administered or easy to administer as measurement instruments. Guidance can then be provided for clinicians on when and
how to modify medication doses at critical decision points.8,9 Table 1 provides an overview of some of the key screening and
monitoring tools for MDD, suicide risk, and differential diagnosis. Examples of screening instruments for MDD recom-
mended by the USPSTF include the PHQ in various forms and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale in adults, the
Geriatric Depression Scale in older adults, and the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale in postpartum and pregnant women.3

The PHQ-9 and the Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale may be particularly useful in primary care settings.10,11 In
addition, the US National Strategy for Suicide Prevention recommends the use of suicide-prediction tools, and the European
Psychiatric Association endorses using these tools as adjuncts to an individual psychiatric assessment.12

MDD is truly a diagnosis of exclusion. It is imperative to rule out bipolar disorder (BPD) to make a diagnosis of
MDD.13 It has been estimated that as many as 1 in every 4 to 5 patients presenting with a major depressive episode may
eventually transition to BPD.14 This may be in part because patients with BPD who present for treatment are more likely
to present with depressive symptoms than with symptoms of mania. Two screening tools in particular, the Rapid Mood
Screener (RMS) and Mood Disorders Questionnaire (MDQ) are suitable for screening BPD in primary care settings.15

Patients who screen positive on the RMS or MDQ should undergo a full clinical evaluation for BPD.16

Suicidal ideation and behavior is implicated in several neuropsychiatric disorders, including borderline personality
disorder, schizophrenia, and BPD.17,18 Suicide risk is an important consideration for patients with MDDwho initiate treatment
with antidepressants, as antidepressants as a class have been associated with an increased risk of suicidal thoughts and
behaviors in certain age groups.19 As an example, when given to individuals with BPD as monotherapy, antidepressants can
precipitate an unintended response, such as no response, poor response, or antidepressant misadventure, which can precipitate
hypomania and mania, subsequently leading to worsening of disease and heightened suicide risk.20,21 Treatments including
anti-anxiety medications and opioid-based analgesics have been associated with an increased suicide risk in certain patients,
although caution should be exercised when examining associations and drawing conclusions about causality from observa-
tional data.22 Thus, suicide screening is important for all patients receiving treatment with antidepressant therapy, and
assessment of suicidal ideation and behaviors should be a routine part of treatment monitoring.4,18 Of note, denial of suicidal
ideation would appear to be more common than previously acknowledged, thus presenting a formidable challenge for
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clinicians, since denial, by itself, is an inadequate indicator of suicide risk.18 The USPSTF is currently updating its
recommendations on screening patients for suicide.23 In terms of timing and frequency of assessment, it is considered ideal
for PCCs to have 3 contacts with the patient within 12 weeks after the initial identification of a depressed patient, though visit
frequency must be optimized based on individual patient needs. The PHQ-9 should be administered during follow-up visits to
monitor patient progress and to assess treatment response, keeping in mind that item 9 on the PHQ-9 asks about suicidality.24

Of relevance to clinical practice for the monitoring of side effects related to treatment is the Frequency, Intensity, and
Burden of Side Effects Rating (FIBSER) Scale, which is a brief self-report scale developed to document these domains of
side effects from the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) prospective clinical trial. In
that clinical program, which enrolled over 4000 patients, the FIBSER was demonstrated to be a reliable and valid
measure of the 3 domains of side effects in a depressed population and is brief enough to be well-suited to clinical
practice.25 Another simple self-report measure, the Antidepressant Side-Effect Checklist, is a reliable scale for the
assessment of side effects related to antidepressant therapy. It measures 21 adverse reactions, including dry mouth,
drowsiness, and difficulty sleeping.26

While these screening and monitoring tools can provide a helpful standardized way to evaluate patients for depression and
depressive symptoms in clinical practice, consideration of individual patient characteristics, including comorbidities and the
use of concomitant medications, can help guide treatment selection and improve the chance of positive treatment outcomes.27

Shared Decision-Making in Primary Care Settings: Collaboration Between the
Clinician and Patient
In primary care settings, shared decision-making between the clinician and patient can improve patient education and
comfort; this should include educating the patient about treatment options and taking into consideration any concerns the

Table 1 Details of Select Patient Screening Tools for Depression and Suicide That are Suited to Clinical Practice

Patient Screening Tool Details

Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) ●A brief self-administered questionnaire for mental disorders scoring each of the 9-DSM-IV criteria as “0” (not at all) to “3”
(nearly every day)

● Higher scores indicate increasing severity of depression
● It takes approximately 2 minutes to complete10,56

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) ● Designed to be a simple and reliable tool for the evaluation of anxiety and depression in clinical practice

● It takes only 2–5 minutes to complete

● Seven items each for depression and anxiety, with a score of 8–10 being indicative of the presence of depression or
anxiety in the patient57

Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) ● Long-form version is a brief 30-item questionnaire in which participants are asked to respond by answering yes or no in

reference to how they felt over the past week

● A short-form version consisting of 15 questions that can be completed in 5–7 minutes is also available

● The most extensively tested and used depression scale in the elderly population
● Increasing scores indicate increasing severity58,59

Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale ●A10-item self-completed questionnaire that can be completed in 5minutes, with simple scoring to determine depression in

new mothers60

Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale

(C-SSRS)

● Quantifies the severity of suicidal ideation and behavior in clinical and research settings

● Measures 4 constructs including severity of ideation, intensity of ideation, behavior, and lethality

● The questionnaire should take between 5 and 8 minutes to complete11,61

Mood Disorders Questionnaire (MDQ) ● Frequently used screening questionnaire for BPD that can be completed in 5 minutes in primary care settings

● Includes 13 questions plus items that assess clustering of symptoms and degree of functional impairment

● Patients who screen positive on the MDQ should undergo a full clinical evaluation for BPD15,16

Rapid Mood Screener (RMS) ● Utilizes easily understood terminology to screen for manic symptoms and BPD risk factors in less than 2 minutes

● Can be used during or outside of a clinical visit (eg, online, waiting room, via electronic medical record system)15

Abbreviations: BPD, bipolar disorder; DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition.
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patient may have about treatment.28 Key concerns expressed by patients receiving long-term (3–15 years) treatment for
MDD included weight gain, withdrawal effects, and sexual dysfunction.29 In addition to providing the patient with an
opportunity to address treatment issues and concerns, the PCC has an opportunity to address any associated stigma and
discrimination via psychoeducation in a validating, nonjudgmental manner. Legitimizing depression as a chronic illness
has been shown to increase the patient’s willingness to receive appropriate care.30 Patient resources from established
mental health associations and foundations may also help newly diagnosed patients with MDD feel supported, improve
their education on the condition, and minimize their isolation. These support groups allow patients to discuss their
conditions and foster the shared decision-making process by offering a platform for provider-patient discussions. Table 2
provides a list of selected patient support resources and groups from various mental health foundations.

Beyond the patient-provider relationship, seeking permission to involve family members and friends in psychoeduca-
tion and treatment can be important for fostering a positive therapeutic relationship.30 Information from family members,
friends, and other supporters may help confirm the differential diagnosis of MDD, BPD, and suicidality; however,
caution should be advised, as input from certain family members or friends may be unhelpful, and must always be
engaged with the consent and endorsement of the patient.30,31

Current treatment options for patients with MDD include psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy, alone or in combina-
tion. Involvement of patients in the shared decision-making process while considering these treatment options is critical
for long-term adherence and improvement of MDD. Common pharmacological options include selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), serotonin (5-HT) transporter (SERT) inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), and
monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs).30 Among these options is vortioxetine, a second-generation multimodal
serotonergic agent, approved in the US for the treatment of MDD in adult patients since 2013 (Table 3).19 The
mechanism of antidepressant effect of vortioxetine is not well understood, but it is thought to act via serotonin reuptake
inhibition and serotonin receptor modulation.19,32

Vortioxetine Clinical Profile
Recent label updates for vortioxetine include new relapse-prevention data and improvements in patients with treatment-
emergent sexual dysfunction (TESD) and those experiencing symptoms related to cognitive processing speed. Here, we
provide practical guidance for the implementation of vortioxetine in the management of MDD in primary care settings,
with case vignettes (hypothetical examples) highlighting patients who may be particularly suitable for treatment with
vortioxetine. In addition, the management of potential adverse events (AEs) with vortioxetine and the need for a shared

Table 2 A Selection of Support Groups for Patients with MDD

Name Details

Anxiety & Depression Association of America ● Has a support group directory54

● https://adaa.org/find-help/support

Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance ● Provides information on support for specialized groups, including military veterans and caregivers55

● https://www.dbsalliance.org/support/chapters-and-support-groups/online-support-groups/
● DBSAlliance.org also has a screening center that includes self-rated scales and educational resources for
patients and families supporting loved ones and friends with mood disorders

Mental Health America ● Large discussion community on a wide range of topics related to depression and anxiety62

● https://www.mhanational.org/find-support-groups

7 Cups ● Offers free 24/7 one-on-one chat with volunteer listeners63

● https://www.7cups.com

National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) ● Follows a structured model to ensure that patients have an opportunity to be heard and receive the
support they need64

● https://nami.org/Support-Education/Support-Groups/NAMI-Connection

Abbreviation: MDD, major depressive disorder.
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decision-making process to evaluate benefit-risk ratio is also addressed. Figure 1 provides an overview of how patients
with MDD may be screened, diagnosed, and monitored in primary care settings, and includes considerations for selecting
vortioxetine to treat MDD.

Six 6- to 8-Week Studies Supported the Approval of Vortioxetine for the Treatment of MDD
Vortioxetine was approved for the treatment of MDD in adult patients based on six 6- to 8-week randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled, fixed-dose studies including 1 study in the elderly (Figure 2); and 1 maintenance study in adult
inpatients and outpatients who met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV Text Revision criteria
for MDD.19,33–37 In the placebo-controlled studies, patients were randomized to receive vortioxetine 5 mg, 10 mg, 15 mg,

Table 3 Key Features of the Vortioxetine Clinical Profile

Vortioxetine Clinical Profile: Key Features

Indication ● Treatment of MDD in adults aged ≥18 years

Approval year ● 2013

Suitable for specific populations? ● Elderly patients with MDD (aged ≥64 years)

● Patients with MDD experiencing TESD on SSRIs

● Patients with MDD experiencing impairments in certain aspects of cognition

Suitable as a maintenance therapy? ● Yes

Approved for children? ● No

Suitable in pregnancy and breastfeeding? ●Caution advised; use in third trimester may increase risk of persistent pulmonary hypertension andwithdrawal in newborn
● No data are available on human lactation, but vortioxetine was present in the milk of animals when studied

Dose ● Starting dose is 10 mg/day orally once daily, increased to 20 mg/day or decreased to 5 mg/day as tolerated

Necessary to take with food? ● No

Time to onset of antidepressant effects? ● Approximately 2 weeks, with the full antidepressant effect observed after 4 weeks or longer in some cases

Abrupt discontinuation OK? ● Yes, although 15 mg/day and 20 mg/day doses should be reduced to 10 mg/day for 1 week prior to full discontinuation
due to risk of AEs

Most common adverse reactions (≥5%) ● Nausea, constipation, vomiting

Contraindications ● Hypersensitivity to vortioxetine or any of its components

● MAOIs (allow 14 days to elapse before switch to vortioxetine or 21 days after stopping vortioxetine to start MAOIs)

Dose adjustments for renal or hepatic

impairment?

● No

Effects on weight? ● No

Black box warning? ● Suicidal thoughts and behaviors (observed in pediatric and young adult patients)

Warnings and precautions ● Serotonin syndrome

● Risk of bleeding

● Activation of mania

● Angle closure glaucoma

● Hyponatremia

Drug interactions ● MAOIs, other serotonergic drugs

● Strong inhibitors of CYP2D6 (such as bupropion, fluoxetine, paroxetine, quinidine; reduce dose of vortioxetine by half)
● Strong inducers of CYP (such as rifampin, carbamazepine, phenytoin)
● Drugs that interfere with hemostasis (antiplatelets and anticoagulants, including aspirin, heparin, and warfarin)
● Drugs highly bound to plasma protein (warfarin)

Note: Data from TRINTELLIX (vortioxetine) [package insert].19

Abbreviations: AEs, adverse events; MAOIs, monoamine oxidase inhibitors; MDD, major depressive disorder; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; TESD,
treatment-emergent sexual dysfunction.
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Figure 1 Screening, decision-making algorithm for vortioxetine, and monitoring patients with MDD. *Nausea, constipation, vomiting, diarrhea, dry mouth, and dizziness.18

Note: These are commonly reported adverse reactions with serotonergic antidepressants.29

Abbreviation: MDD, major depressive disorder.

Figure 2 Difference from placebo in LS mean change from baseline in MADRS total score at week 6 or week 8 in patients treated with vortioxetine in 6 clinical studies. Reprinted
from TRINTELLIX (vortioxetine) [package insert].19 *Point estimates and unadjusted 95% confidence intervals are from MMRM analysis. In Study 1, the analysis was performed at
week 6, and in others at week 8. The primary efficacy measure was based on MADRS score, except for Studies 2 and 6 (HAMD-24 scores). †Doses that are statistically significantly
superior to placebo after adjusting for multiplicity.
Abbreviations: HAMD, Hamilton Depression Scale; LS, least-squares; MADRS, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale; MMRM, mixed model for repeated measures.
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20 mg, or placebo once daily. The primary efficacy measures were the Hamilton Depression Scale-24 or the
Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) total score (Table 4).19,33–37 In each of these studies, at least
1 dose group of vortioxetine was superior to placebo in improvement of depressive symptoms as measured by mean
change from baseline to endpoint visit on the primary efficacy measurement used in each study.19,33–37 The initial
antidepressant effect of vortioxetine was generally observed starting at week 2 and increased in subsequent weeks, with
the full antidepressant effect of vortioxetine not observed until week 4 or later.19,37

Vortioxetine Has Demonstrated Efficacy as a Maintenance Therapy for the Prevention of MDD Relapse
Vortioxetine is effective as a maintenance therapy for MDD over the long term and may be suitable for patients who
are at risk of relapse of MDD.19,38 This was evaluated in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, with
an open-label, fixed-dose period of 12 weeks followed by a double-blind, fixed-dose, placebo-controlled period of 24–
64 weeks. Participants in remission at weeks 10 and 12 (as defined by MADRS total score ≤10) who received
vortioxetine during the double-blind period had significantly longer time to relapse (defined as MADRS total score
≥22 or an insufficient therapeutic response) compared with participants who received placebo during the double-blind
period.19,38

In a US-based relapse prevention study of 580 patients in stabilized remission after open-label treatment with 10 mg
vortioxetine, randomization to 5, 10, or 20 mg vortioxetine led to a statistically significant longer time to recurrence of
depressive episodes compared with placebo.19,39 Importantly, patients achieving remission on the 10 mg/day dose of
vortioxetine in the acute phase maintained remission and treatment tolerability during the double-blind phase across the
approved dose range.39 These data were part of a subsequent label update for vortioxetine.

Vortioxetine is a Suitable Treatment for MDD in Older Patients Aged 64 to 88 Years
Vortioxetine may be a suitable treatment for older patients with depression, with a lifetime prevalence of 14.4% in
individuals aged ≥65 years, based on a recent large-scale study conducted in the US.40 In a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, fixed-dose study of vortioxetine in patients aged 64 to 88 years with MDD, vortioxetine was superior
to placebo on the Clinical Global Impression of Improvement scale, which is a clinician’s assessment of the patient’s
global functioning prior to and after treatment initiation (Figure 2, Table 4).19,41,42

Table 4 Selected Scales and Tests Used in the Clinical Studies for Vortioxetine

Name Details

Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD-24) ● A clinician-administered depression assessment scale65

● Primary endpoint in a clinical study of vortioxetine in patients with MDD aged 18–75 years19

Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) ● Awidely used scale in clinical trials of antidepressant therapies administered by a clinician and designed to
be sensitive to change66

● Primary endpoint in 4 clinical studies of vortioxetine in patients with MDD aged 18–75 years19

● Also used in maintenance study of vortioxetine treatment up to 64 weeks19

Clinical Global Impression of Improvement (CGI-I) scale ● Clinician’s assessment of the patient’s global functioning prior to and after treatment initiation41,42

● Used in the clinical trial of vortioxetine in elderly patients with MDD19

Changes in Sexual FunctioningQuestionnaire Short-Form (CSFQ-14) ●Designed to measure illness and medication-related changes in sexual functioning, and consists of 14 items
measuring sexual function as a total score19,37

Arizona Sexual Experiences Scale (ASEX) ● Validated measure for the identification of sexual side effects67

● Used in placebo-controlled trials of vortioxetine19

Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) ● Neuropsychological test that specifically measures processing speed68

● Used in the clinical trial of vortioxetine to evaluate cognitive processing speed19

Abbreviation: MDD, major depressive disorder.
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Use of Vortioxetine in Patients with TESD
TESD is a key concern of patients with MDD and frequently a reason for early self-discontinuation of antidepressant
therapy.29,43 As many as 73% of patients receiving treatment for depression express concern about sexual problems as
a side effect of treatment.29,43 Therefore, it is important to routinely inquire about possible sexual side effects of antidepressant
treatment. Based on results from 2 clinical studies, vortioxetine may be a treatment of choice in managing depressive disorders
when sexual functioning is a concern.19,44 The effect of vortioxetine on TESD induced by prior SSRI treatment in MDD
patients whose depressive symptoms were adequately treated was evaluated in an 8-week, randomized, double-blind, active-
controlled (escitalopram), flexible-dose study.19,45 The allowed prior monotherapy treatments (before switch to vortioxetine)
included citalopram, paroxetine, or sertraline, and participants were required to have been on a stable dosage for at least 8
weeks.45 Improvement in TESD (induced by prior SSRI treatment) in participants who switched to vortioxetine was superior
to the improvement observed in participants who switched to escitalopram after 8 weeks of treatment, while both drugs
maintained the patients’ prior antidepressant response (Figure 3).19,45

Of note, vortioxetine 10 mg (but not 20 mg) showed statistically significantly less TESD in healthy individuals
compared with paroxetine 20 mg and placebo, highlighting the benefit of vortioxetine without the confounding effects of
MDD.44 Lower doses of vortioxetine produced an incidence of TESD comparable with placebo. Thus, vortioxetine is
a suitable antidepressant therapy for patients experiencing TESD, and the dose of vortioxetine may be lowered if patients
experience side effects of a sexual nature or any other side effects. (Box 1).

Figure 3 Effect of vortioxetine compared with escitalopram on sexual functioning in adults with MDD experiencing SSRI-induced sexual dysfunction. The graph shows the
change from baseline in CSFQ-14 total score during the double-blind treatment period. Reprinted from TRINTELLIX (vortioxetine) [package insert].19

Abbreviations: CSFQ, Changes in Sexual Functioning Short-Form; MDD, major depressive disorder; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.

Box 1 Case Vignette 1

Switching from SSRI to Vortioxetine Because of TESD

A 28-year-old woman with a 12-month history of MDD who has been effectively treated with an SSRI begins to experience diminished sexual

functioning. Specifically, she reports loss of interest in sex and reduced ability to have an orgasm. She has a long-term partner and no other health

concerns of note. Her PCC discusses the extent of the patient’s sexual dysfunction with her and decides to switch her from her current SSRI to
vortioxetine 10 mg for 1 week, followed by an increase to 20 mg. On initial follow-up 1 month later, the patient reports a mild improvement in

symptoms of TESD and good tolerability of vortioxetine. At another follow-up 1 month later, the patient reports a good response to treatment,

with increased interest in sex and improvement in ability to have an orgasm. This is consistent with her responses on the Changes in Sexual
Functioning Short-Form, which the PCC asks her to complete during her follow-up. The patient reports mild nausea and dizziness at this visit, but

otherwise reports good tolerability. Her PCC asks to see her again in 3 months.
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Use of Vortioxetine in Individuals with MDD and Symptoms Related to Cognitive Processing Speed
Treating cognitive symptoms such as slowed processing speed, impaired learning and memory, as well as worsened
executive function, decision-making, and response control can improve both functioning and performance in patients with
MDD.46 Patients treated with vortioxetine have shown improvements in processing speed, which is an aspect of cognitive
function that can be impaired in MDD. Subjective complaints of cognitive deficits are prevalent in MDD, with deficits in
processing speed being one of the most replicated cognitive symptoms reported.46 Cognitive processing speed may affect
a person’s ability to perceive, recognize, and appropriately interpret emotions, and deficits in these aspects of cognition have
the potential to impair coping abilities and interfere with a patient’s normal functioning and outcomes.47 Data from 2 clinical
studies suggest that vortioxetine may be a suitable treatment for patients with MDD who experience symptoms related to
processing speed. Two 8-week randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of
vortioxetine as measured by the Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) during the treatment of acute MDD. The DSST is
a neuropsychological test that specifically measures processing speed.19,36 In both studies, patients in the vortioxetine group
had a statistically significant greater improvement in the number of correct responses on the DSST; depressed mood as
assessed by change from baseline in MADRS total score also improved in both studies.19,36,48(Box 2).

Vortioxetine Has a Favorable Benefit-Risk Profile, with Good Tolerability and No Dose Adjustments Required
for Patients with Renal or Hepatic Impairment
Vortioxetine was well tolerated in clinical trials; nausea, constipation, and vomiting were the most common AEs
associated with vortioxetine.19 Frequency of nausea with vortioxetine was dose-dependent, and usually considered
mild or moderate in intensity, with a median duration of 2 weeks.19,49

No clinically significant differences in the exposure of vortioxetine were observed based on age, sex, ethnicity, or
renal or hepatic function, and thus, no dose adjustments are required for patients with hepatic or renal impairment
(Table 3); however, other dose adjustments may be required as reviewed in the next section.19,50

Vortioxetine is not approved for the treatment of children and adolescents aged <18 years.19 However, like other
antidepressants, vortioxetine carries a boxed warning for suicide risk because of an observed increase in suicidal thoughts
and behaviors in pediatric and young adult patients taking antidepressants.19 Of note, vortioxetine was not included in the
original meta-analysis that led to the requirement for the boxed warning for antidepressants by the US Food and Drug
Administration Advisory Committee; however, this labeling requirement was mandated for all antidepressants.51,52 In
fact, a recent post hoc, pooled analysis of short- and long-term clinical trials for vortioxetine did not find an increased
risk of suicidality in adults with MDD.51 As a general rule, however, all patients should be monitored closely for
worsening and emergence of suicidal thoughts and behaviors.19

Dosing and Initiation of Vortioxetine Treatment, Drug Interactions, and Timing Considerations for
Discontinuation
The recommended starting dose of vortioxetine is 10 mg administered orally once daily without regard to meals. Dosage
should then be increased to 20 mg per day, as tolerated, or decreased to 5 mg once daily for improved tolerability in

Box 2 Case Vignette 2

Vortioxetine for Elderly Patient with Cognitive Issues

A 74-year-old man recently diagnosed with MDD complains of having difficulty concentrating. Comorbidities include high blood pressure and

a history of asthma; concurrent medications are lisinopril and a bronchodilator. As part of the clinical workup, Alzheimer’s disease was ruled out,

and a Mini-Mental State Exam was performed, with a resulting score of 29/30. After a discussion with the patient about his treatment options, the
patient was prescribed vortioxetine at the full dose, as dose reductions are not required based on age. However, due to the age of the patient, his

PCC monitored for signs and symptoms of hyponatremia, such as nausea, confusion, and headache, as elderly patients on antidepressants are at

increased risk for this. At a follow-up visit 1 month later, the patient was tolerating vortioxetine well and did not report any signs or symptoms of
hyponatremia but did report feeling nauseous at times and having dry mouth. At a 3-month follow-up visit, the patient reported improvement in

symptoms of depression and ability to concentrate.
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patients at risk of AEs.19 Drugs such as monoamine oxidase inhibitors, other serotonergic drugs, strong inhibitors of
CYP2D6, strong CYP inducers, drugs that interfere with hemostasis, and drugs that are strongly bound to plasma protein
may have clinically important interactions with vortioxetine (Table 3).19,50

Unlike other antidepressant therapies that require tapering, vortioxetine can be discontinued abruptly. However,
abrupt discontinuation of the 15 mg/day and 20 mg/day dosages of vortioxetine is associated with adverse reactions such
as headache and muscle tension; therefore, it is recommended that dosages of 15 mg/day or 20 mg/day be reduced to
10 mg/day for 1 week prior to full discontinuation if possible.19

Conclusions
Primary care clinicians have a vital role to play in the proper diagnosis and management of patients with MDD. Shared
decision-making, as well as early and repeated follow-up visits with appropriate monitoring for AEs and suicidality,
symptom improvement, and treatment adherence is recommended.4,7–9,27,28,30 This includes screening for MDD, ensur-
ing the accuracy of the MDD diagnosis by excluding BPD as well as partnering with patients to provide them with the
appropriate treatment options.15 Understanding each patient’s symptoms and treatment goals are important for the
practitioner to determine the suitability of the antidepressant treatment. Involvement of patients in the decision-making
process while evaluating different treatment options is critical for long-term adherence and remission of MDD.7,28,30,39

Discussion about treatment options, duration of treatment, likelihood of recurrent depression (after expected remission of
MDD), as well as recommendation of mental health resources and support groups for newly diagnosed patients with
MDD may also help patients feel more supported as they begin their treatment.7,29,53–55

One of the most troubling AEs for patients on antidepressant therapy is TESD.29,43 Thus, having a focused conversation
with patients while discussing sexual effects of different treatment options is very important. Vortioxetine is a suitable acute
and long-term treatment for adult patients with MDD and may be especially useful for patients experiencing sexual
dysfunction associated with their current antidepressants. In addition, vortioxetine can also be a preferred treatment for
patients with MDD who experience symptoms related to impaired cognition. Increasing the speed of cognitive processing
has recently been established as another beneficial attribute for vortioxetine and is now expressed as such in the package
label. Patients who are treated with vortioxetine for MDD should be monitored for response to treatment and for resolution of
suicidality, with the goal of achieving and maintaining remission.7,24,38,39 Many AEs associated with antidepressants can be
evaluated with approved screening tools (eg, FIBSER), and patients should be monitored and involved in the decision-
making process to improve medication adherence and plan for any dose adjustments, if needed.4,7,24,27 There should be
a discussion about the duration of successful antidepressant therapy and referral to a mental health specialist, as psychother-
apy may help patients better understand stressors that may trigger or exacerbate their depressive symptoms. These
considerations often increase the chance of successful treatment outcomes for patients with MDD.
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